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Is Apple betting big on iBeacon? On May 16, 2014 a new beater icon will drop into the Bluetooth settings of any iPhone running iOS 7. It will let the user toggle on and off which devices are known as iBeacons and if any of them is in range. While the new feature is yet to be officially announced by Apple, it's pretty clear what it will be. Apple is well aware of the interest of the
iBeacon protocol. It is the technology that provides electronic retailers with the ability to quickly and precisely identify the customer location in real time. There are currently two flavors of iBeacons: Local beacons, most likely attached to specific products Proximity beacons, carried by smartphones Each of these types of beacons are used by applications that run inside an app
or website. The beacons send out messages identifying themselves, by means of Bluetooth, when they are in range of the user's phone. The Bluetooth beacons can be placed at a precise location (such as the edge of a table), or sent out from a fixed device (such as a retail store). Today, iBeacons are used in a few niche verticals: Hello Maps displays which beacons are nearby, but
it does not yet alert the user directly Notifications lets a store employee let customers know which products are on sale or offer some discount Where my Phone lets users see which beacons are close by The location-based notifications let an app alert users to specific offers. They can use this information to cross-promote a new product or service, or geofence a specific area of
a website. I’ve used the location services of Apple's iOS for a while now, but didn't notice the hidden potential in iBeacons until today. Where you are and what you are doing is incredibly powerful information and will likely become standard on every smart device in use. With over 90 million beacons connected to iBeacons through the App Store, Apple's adaption of the
technology can be a huge deal in the future of the mobile. In this article, I want to take a quick look at the concept of iBeacons and where they're going to be used. Who does it work for? Currently, there are two types of beacons: Local Infrastructure Local beacons are the most common 3e33713323
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